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The words we speak have power and can potentially
create life or death. But when we make a legal
proclamation that comes from God Himself, we are then
operating in a power that trumps all other power. When
you proclaim God’s Word in faith, it is activated to bring
about His will and purpose for your life. According to
Isaiah 55:11, it does not return empty but accomplishes
everything it is sent to do. God’s Word is the final
authority. If He said it, He will make it good! 31 Decrees
of Blessing for Your Life will inspire you with a daily
devotion for every day of the month that will turn your
attention to the heart of God and His wonderful intentions
for your life. Each devotion is followed by ten powerful
decrees—faith-filled words of biblical truth for you to be
blessed with love, fruitfulness, friends, wisdom, hope,
victory, family, glory, endurance, God’s presence,
gladness, and more. Finally, there is a daily activation for
you in response to each devotion and decree to seal
God’s Word in your heart and life. Experience
multiplication of blessings for your life and watch
transformation take place as you daily give Jesus your
focus and decree His Word.
What you believe is everything! Believing the right things
is the key to a victorious life. In THE POWER OF RIGHT
BELIEVING, Joseph Prince, international bestselling
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grace, unveils seven practical and powerful keys to help
you find freedom from every fear, guilt, and addiction.
These keys come alive in the precious testimonies you'll
read from people across America and around the world
who have experienced breakthroughs and freedom from
all kinds of bondages-from alcoholism to chronic
depression-all through the power of right believing. God
intends for you to live with joy overflowing, peace that
surpasses understanding, and an unshakable confidence
in what He has done for you. Get ready to be inspired
and transformed and learn how to win the battle for your
mind by developing habits for right believing.
Destined to Reign DevotionalDaily Reflections for
Effortless Success, Wholeness, and Victorious
LivingHarrison House Publishers
Are You Overwhelmed by Stress, Worry, and Anxiety?
Unending daily to-do lists. The frantic pace of modern
living. The race to stay relevant in the face of disruption.
The very real threat of superbugs and terror in our
everyday lives... It's not hard to see why so many people
today are experiencing stress, worry, and anxiety
attacks. Unfortunately, these aren't simply innocent
states of emotion-they can insidiously develop into
chronic depression and psychosomatic illnesses, and
lead to destructive behaviors. But here's the good news:
While stress is depleting and debilitating, it can be
defeated and driven from your life. In LIVE THE LET-GO
LIFE, Joseph Prince shows you how to beat stress and
anxieties that come with the everyday demands and
pressures of modern living. Discover how you were not
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to live under
stress,
but called to live
the life of rest. You will learn how to let go of stress and
see His grace flow unabated in the worry-free areas of
your life.
By showing how you can preach the gospel to yourself
each day, this book will help you savor the glories of
God's love and experience the life-transforming power of
the gospel in all areas of life.
Foreword by Eric Metaxas. Prayers activate God's power
and God's power changes everything. This book will help
you understand how prayer is vital to your life, your
community, and the world. It will challenge you to make
prayer more than a moment and instead make it a
lifestyle.
One moment of God's favor can turn your life around.
Are you ready to walk in the abundant life that Jesus
came to give you as promised in John 10:10? Let your
heart be encouraged and refreshed as you delve into the
pages of Provision Promises. Packed with bite-sized
practical wisdom and faith-filled inspirations from the
Word of God, this book will enlarge your revelation of
Jesus' grace and the abundant life you have through His
finished work. Meditate on His promises for you today
and increase your capacity to receive from your heavenly
Father! Your provision is wrapped up in JESUS! This
book will inspire you to experience God's provision for
your life. You will learn to rest in His love and favor
toward you and your family.
Understanding the Logic of Grace Self-effort and
behavior modification that many Christians live under is a
lie that has demoralized and defeated the church for
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A revelation
of Joseph
grace brings
liberty! “Grace is
too good to be true!” It does seem too good to be true.
But it is true! Liberty, freedom, joy, spiritual passion,
hope, and a host of other benefits result from a
revelation of grace. Spiritual revival is crucial for a
maturing believer—and understanding grace is part of
that process. “Some statements and concepts in this
humble attempt to explain the nearly unexplainable may
shock your religious sensibilities, but please hear me out.
I have been teaching and learning these biblical truths
for decades, and they have dramatically improved my life
and the lives of many others,” writes author and Pastor
Clark Whitten. Intriguing and thought-provoking chapter
topics include:· Are Christians Under the Law?· Where
on Earth Does God Live?· Like Rats in a Maze· Two
Unchangeable Things· The Next Great Awakening·
Saved Completely Pure Grace is the gateway to
becoming a fruitful, mature, and joyous disciple. Being a
child of God can be fun and exciting again! Remember?

Teaches that God's definition of success can be very
different from what humans expect, and that Christ
will help those who believe to succeed in their own
lives and in furthering the kingdom of God.
In these days of danger, trouble, and evil, New York
Times bestselling author Joseph Prince reveals how
God's children can have round-the-clock protection
through the power of prayer. THE PRAYER OF
PROTECTION unveils the Bible's ultimate psalm of
protection, Psalm 91, to help you understand more
about how God guards His children. Joseph Prince
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offers simple keys and practical advice to finding and
resting in the secret place of the Most High, where
no evil can even come near you. You'll begin to live
unafraid and with boldness as you allow the certainty
of your heavenly Father's love and the sure promises
of His Word to guard your heart against every fear.
Come under the wings of the Almighty and live life
divinely protected, positioned, and free from all fears
with our covenant-keeping God!
What Happens When You Immerse Your Life in the
Words of Jesus? “Jesus’ words can replace stress
with peace, sadness with joy, confusion with
guidance, and fear with faith. That’s why Jesus
Speaks will not only change your day, but it can also
change your life, your relationships, and your
eternity!” —Christine Caine, best-selling author of
Undaunted “I’m certain readers…will grow in their
intimate relationship with the Father as they focus on
Jesus’ words daily through Mr. Scott’s profound
and encouraging writing.” —Dr. Charles Stanley,
senior pastor of First Baptist Church, Atlanta “I
absolutely love Jesus Speaks! I am coming to love
Jesus more and more as I gain a deeper
understanding of who He is through what He says in
His own words!” —Sandi Patty, Grammy
Award–winning Christian artist “Jesus promised that
if we abide in Him and His words abide in us, our
prayers will be answered, and we will bear much
fruit. Jesus Speaks provides an amazing
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springboard for any believer to abide in His words as
never before.” —Tommy Barnett, senior pastor of
Phoenix First Assembly of God “True intimacy with
Christ is achievable. Jesus Speaks can be your first
step every morning into His presence.” —Dr. Ed
Young, senior pastor of Second Baptist Church,
Houston “Jesus Speaks is like reading a daily love
letter from our Lord and Savior. Steve Scott has
focused on the spoken words of Christ in one of the
most powerful, clarifying ways possible.” —Chris
Hodges, senior pastor of Church of the Highlands,
Alabama “With Jesus Speaks you can immerse your
mind, heart, and soul in His words every day!” —Josh
D. McDowell, author and speaker “The words I have
spoken to you—they are full of the Spirit and life.”
—John 6:63 When Jesus walked this earth, He gave
His followers more than one hundred life-changing
promises. He also gave more than one hundred
teachings for living in line with God’s
priorities—commands that lift us up rather than weigh
us down! This 365-day devotional invites you to let
Jesus speak directly into your life. Each reading
begins with a red-lettered statement of Jesus,
directly from Scripture, followed by a powerful
reflection on how He wants us to apply His truths to
our daily lives. No problem you face today is beyond
the help of Jesus. No question you ask is beyond the
answers of Jesus. The more you get to know this
loving Savior, the more you will love Him! So come,
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immerse yourself in His words. He is speaking to
you.
A year of gospel-saturated daily devotions from
renowned Bible teacher Alistair Begg. Start with the
gospel each and every day with this one-year
devotional by renowned Bible teacher Alistair Begg.
We all need to be reminded of the truth that anchors
our life and excites and equips us to live for Christ.
Reflecting on a short passage each day, Alistair
spans the Scriptures to show us the greatness and
grace of God, and to thrill our hearts to live as His
children. His clear, faithful exposition and thoughtful
application mean that this resource will both engage
your mind and stir your heart. Each day includes
prompts to apply what you’ve read, a related Bible
text to enjoy, and a plan for reading through the
whole of the Scriptures in a year. The hardback
cover and ribbon marker make this a wonderful gift.
Why is it easier to obey God than to trust Him?
Because obeying God makes sense to us. In most
cases, His laws appear reasonable and wise, and
even when we don’t want to obey them, we usually
concede that they are good for us. But the
circumstances we find ourselves in often defy
explanation. Before long, we begin to doubt God’s
concern for us or His control over our lives. We ask,
“Why is God allowing this?” or “What have I done
wrong?” During such a time of adversity, Jerry
Bridges began a thorough Bible study on the topic of
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God’s sovereignty. What he learned changed his
life, and in Trusting God he shares the fruit of that
study. As you explore the scope of God’s power
over nations, nature, and even the details of your
life, you’ll find yourself trusting Him more
completely—even when life hurts. This new edition
replaces both Trusting God (paperback ISBN
9781600063053) and the study guide (paperback
ISBN 9781600063060) by combining both resources
into one volume!
Pray your way to health and wholeness Based on
Pastor Prince’s teaching on the Holy Communion,
this new prayer guide will help readers put their faith
into action when it comes to their heath. Day by day,
Pastor Prince highlights simple, specific Scriptures
you can pray to help increase your faith and partake
of the benefits Jesus purchased on the cross. Learn
to walk with God, commune with the Holy Spirit, and
meditate on the finished work of Jesus. Then watch
His peace and power reign in your life. Be
encouraged and start walking in a greater measure
of health today!
In the twenty years since its publication, Celebration
of Discipline has helped over a million seekers
discover a richer spiritual life infused with joy, peace,
and a deeper understanding of God. For this special
twentieth anniversary edition, Richard J. Foster has
added an introduction, in which he shares the story
of how this beloved and enduring spiritual guidebook
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came to be. Hailed by many as the best modern
book on Christian spirituality, Celebration of
Discipline explores the "classic Disciplines," or
central spiritual practices, of the Christian faith.
Along the way, Foster shows that it is only by and
through these practices that the true path to spiritual
growth can be found. Dividing the Disciplines into
three movements of the Spirit, Foster shows how
each of these areas contribute to a balanced spiritual
life. The inward Disciplines of meditation, prayer,
fasting, and study, offer avenues of personal
examination and change. The outward Disciplines of
simplicity, solitude, submission, and service, help
prepare us to make the world a better place. The
corporate Disciplines of confession, worship,
guidance, and celebration, bring us nearer to one
another and to God. Foster provides a wealth of
examples demonstrating how these Disciplines can
become part of our daily activities-and how they can
help us shed our superficial habits and "bring the
abundance of God into our lives." He offers crucial
new insights on simplicity, demonstrating how the
biblical view of simplicity, properly understood and
applied, brings joy and balance to our inward and
outward lives and "sets us free to enjoy the provision
of God as a gift that can be shared with others." The
discussion of celebration, often the most neglected
of the Disciplines, shows its critical importance, for it
stands at the heart of the way to Christ. Celebration
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of Discipline will help motivate Christians everywhere
to embark on a journey of prayer and spiritual
growth.
DIV"New York Times"-bestselling author Franklin
offers the necessary keys to experiencing powerful
transformation in this 21-day fasting journal. Each
day provides a specific focus for prayers and fasting,
and includes specific reminders of what to expect
both physically and spiritually during a fast./div
Joseph Prince shares 365 dynamic devotions
revealing that you can reign over every adversity,
lack, and destructive habit limiting you from
experiencing the success, wholeness, and victory
you are destined to enjoy.
New York Times bestselling author Joseph Prince
invites you to experience the grace revolution that is
sweeping across the earth. The grace revolution is
all about bringing Jesus back to the forefront. When
Jesus is preached and lifted high, lives are touched
and transformed. It's a revolution of relationship and
it's a revolution of restoration. The grace revolution
begins in the innermost sanctum of your heart when
you meet the person of Jesus. It is not an outward
revolution but something that begins from the inside
out. Today, you can experience deep, personal, and
lasting transformation that is anchored on the
unshakable, rock-solid foundation of Christ and His
finished work.
Discover the secret of reigning over every adverstiy,
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lack and destructive habit that is limiting you from
experiencing the success, wholeness and victory
that you were destined to enjoy. Find out how it is
not about what you have to do, but what has already
been done. It is not about what you must
accomplish, but what has already been
accomplished for you. It is not about using your will
power to effect change, but His power changing you.
Start reigning over sickness, financial lack, broken
relationships and destructive habits today!
In a world that views absolute truth, right and wrong,
and salvation as being subject to individual
interpretation, the Bible's unwavering proclamations
and miraculous stories seem obsolete in modern
times. But it is not God's Word that has changed.
Indeed, its relevancy and its power to transform lives
are intact. What has changed is the number of
people who consult it. Now more than ever the need
to read the Bible, to understand the big picture of its
storyline, and to grasp the relevance this has for
your life is critical. As with its companion volume, For
the Love of God-Volume 2, this devotional contains a
systematic 365-day plan, based on the M'Cheyne
Bible-reading schedule, that will in the course of a
year guide you through the New Testament and
Psalms twice and the rest of the Old Testament
once. In an effort to help preserve biblical thinking
and living, D. A. Carson has also written thoughtprovoking comments and reflections regarding each
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day's scriptural passages. And, most uniquely, he
offers you perspective that places each reading into
the larger framework of history and God's eternal
plan to deepen your understanding of his
sovereignty-and the unity and power of his Word.
Pastor and cofounder of the Bethel School of
Ministry Kris Vallotton walks Christians through the
profound process of discovering their true identity
and experiencing the wonder of their kingdom
purposes. Christians are often told that they were
born with a purpose that reaches beyond their
human strivings, but most are not sure how to break
past the daily struggles holding them back, much
less how to fully step into their callings. As a pastor
and the cofounder of the Bethel School of Ministry,
Kris Vallotton has been teaching Christians all over
the world how to walk in wholeness and purpose for
more than seventeen years. In Destined to Win, he
passes on the lessons that will help readers discover
who they really are, overcome destructive behaviors,
and become equipped for their kingdom purposes.
Confronting the challenges that limit Christians—such
as living shackled by past pain, fear, and
unforgiveness—Vallotton offers practical solutions to
the often-complex problems that undermine their
destinies and derail their purposes. With personal
stories and biblical teaching, Destined to Win
combines practical wisdom and profound revelation
to unlock the latent potential present in each person.
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What you believe is everything! Break free from
bondages and live a life of victory through inspiring
bite-sized teachings that will help you develop highly
effective habits for right believing. Each daily
experience includes: Today's Scripture: A scripture
to meditate on to recalibrate your mind and believe
right about God's heart and plans for you. Today's
Excerpt: A key truth about right believing that
ministers and delivers God's transforming grace to
you. Today's Thought: An uplifting, liberating, and
powerful thought for the day. Today's Reflection: A
place to journal your thoughts and reflections.
Today's Prayer: A simple but powerful prayer to help
you express your heart to your heavenly Father.
"Let's put aside any false humility or pride," author
John Snyder says, "and come before God with
boldness, asking for the moon." He reminds us that
the Bible says we are to ask and then ask again.
Over and over. Day in. Day out. When the need is so
great, so seemingly impossible that only God's direct
intervention will ever bring it about, it takes a
different kind of prayer. Your 100 Day Prayer is
designed to take you straight to the heart and will of
God by seeking him for a specific need. This book
includes: A dedicated page to express your need
before God on the day you start your 100 day of
prayer, 100 entries to help you focus your prayer
through the truth of God's Word and character,
Leading prayers to give you a jump start, Writing
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space to capture your conversations with the Father
and the spiritual transformation you experience day
by day, and A concluding page to memorialize how
God answered your prayer and transformed you
through the process. Your 100 Day Prayer will help
you access the power of sustained petitioning
prayer. You will find advice and encouragement for
pleading one specific need. And you will discover
that God does respond. A powerful witness to the
place of prayer in the Christian life with a user
friendly daily discipline to introduce you to it. Highly
recommended. —Thomas W. Gillespie, President
Emeritus, Princeton Theological Seminary, New
Jersey The concept of Your 100 Days of Prayer is
inspired, and can only accomplish great things for
our nation and the Kingdom of God if we'll all
cooperate and implement it. The Lord is waiting to
see if we have the courage and the desire. He is
able. —Pat Boone, singer, actor, producer, author,
and motivational speaker Conversing with our Father
in prayer is critical to spiritual growth. In Your 100
Day Prayer, John Snyder provides very practical and
diverse meditations that will most certainly enhance
the reader’s prayer life and set the tone for daily
living that is focused on God. —Rick Dempsey, Sr.
Vice President, The Walt Disney Studios In today's
Internet age of instant gratification, it's all too easy
for Christians to "want it now" and expect the Lord to
instantly honor Matthew 7:7: "Ask and it will be given
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to you . . ." John Snyder's excellent book provides a
beautiful pathway to journal our 100 days of focused
prayer as we are transformed in the process. —David
Pack, Saddleback Church/ Orange County, Calif.
Grammy winning Recording Artist & Music Producer
In this 100 day pilgrimage, Dr. Snyder has woven
four great Christian traditions together—daily scripture
reading, devotional insight, prayer, and journaling.
You cannot practice these disciplines faithfully and
emerge unchanged. I think that you will find when
the journey has ended, that God has been your
guide and your destination.” —Dr. Ed Ewart, MOO
Church, Mission Viejo, CA If you already enjoy a
daily, satisfying prayer life, don't read this book. But
if you're looking for something to stimulate you to
become more faithful and systematic, John Snyder's
Your 100 Day Prayer offers you an opportunity to
focus on talking to God daily and making it an
ongoing habit. —Cecil Murphey, author or co-author
of more than 100 books including 90 Minutes in
Heaven and Gifted Hands: The Ben Carson Story
John Snyder has taken a chapter out of his own life
and made it available to all of us...Your 100 Day
Prayer is an incredibly practical and powerful tool for
any individual or family who desires to develop and
strengthen their prayer life. —Matt Kees, Director,
Christian Musician Summit conferences, and Music
Producer
In this 365-day devotional, best-selling author Pastor
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John Hagee walks you through Scripture with words
of strength and hope for every day. As only he can,
Pastor Hagee draws from his decades of Bible study
and ministry to bring authoritative yet inspirational
meditations that will center you in the truth of the
Word of God. At the end of each week, you will be
especially encouraged by a powerful and meaningful
Pastor’s Blessing.
Free yourself from the past, break through into a new
mentality, and discover God's great plans for you with these
powerful scriptures and meditations for Christians. You don't
want to live your life with a 'barely-get-by' mentality -- you
want to move beyond ordinary and become the best you can
be. You want to break free from your limitations and feelings
of inadequacy. In this book, you will discover just how to do
that! Discover the joy, peace, and enthusiasm that God has
for you and allow the Scriptures to speak to you. Be still and
listen to what God is saying and allow Him to rebuild your selfimage. When you understand the power of your thoughts and
words and put your trust in God, you'll begin to let go of the
past. You'll be able to renew your strength despite the
adversity you face. And best of all, you'll learn how to give
generously without reservations and choose to be happy.
A 100-day devotional adapted from New York Times
bestselling author Joseph Prince's book Grace
Revolution.With Joseph Prince as a guide, the faithful can
delve even further into the radical, inside-out transformation
that comes from a personal acceptance of grace. This
devotional will revolutionize how the reader sees God, leading
him or her to a victorious life with lasting breakthroughs. Each
daily experience includes Today's Scripture: A Scripture to
meditate on to recalibrate the mind and receive the fullness of
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grace; Today's
Excerpt:
A key truth
about grace that
ministers and delivers God's liberating love; Today's Thought:
An uplifting, liberating, and powerful thought for the day;
Today's Reflection: A place to journal; Today's Prayer: A
simple but powerful prayer to help anyone express his or her
heart to the heavenly Father.
In this thirty-day journey of discerning the voice of God,
Jentezen Franklin focuses on the three central elements of
his best-selling book, Right People, Right Place, Right Plan.
Readers will discover the importance of associating with the
right people, being in the right place, and having the right
plan, and learn to listen to God’s voice and respond to life’s
circumstances with insight and unwavering faith through
these daily meditations. God has bestowed the incredible gift
of discernment into the heart of every believer. He has given
us an internal compass to help guide our families, our
finances, and every other aspect of our lives. Jentezen
Franklin reveals how to tap into the supernatural gift of
spiritual discernment to fulfill your purpose as a child of God. .
Daily Guideposts, America's bestselling annual devotional, is
a 365-day devotional from the Editors of Guideposts that will
help readers grow in their faith every day of the year. Daily
Guideposts 2020 centers on the theme "He Performs
Wonders," based on Job 5:9, and is filled with brand-new
devotions from fifty writers. Each day readers will enjoy a
Scripture verse, a true first-person story told in an informal,
conversational style, which shares the ways God speaks to
us in the ordinary events of life, and a brief prayer to help
focus the reader to apply the day's message. For those who
wish for more, "Digging Deeper" provides additional Bible
references that relate to the day's reading. Enjoy favorite
writers like Debbie Macomber, Edward Grinnan, Elizabeth
Sherrill, Patricia Lorenz, Julia Attaway, Karen Barber, Sabra
Ciancanelli, Mark Collins, and Rick Hamlin. In just five
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a day, Daily
Guideposts
helpsPrince
readers find the
spiritual richness in their own lives and welcomes them into a
remarkable family of over one million people brought together
by a desire to grow every day of the year.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for
those who seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting,
biblical truths and has been called a "soul-stirring celebration
of the pleasures of knowing God."
Does it burn forever someplace in the middle of the earth with
the damned being cooked by the devil? Hell, every religion
seems to have some version of it. Some beliefs make God
and Satan out to be equal sovereigns reigning over their
respective domains, heaven and hell. Other beliefs make hell
a place of eternal unhappiness. Many people have turned
away from belief in God and many others are confused about
His loving character all because of a misunderstanding of
Hell. Find out what the Bible really says about hell and put the
confusion to rest. God is a God of love, mercy, and justice,
and a correct understanding of Hell is essential to
understanding God's plan to get rid of sin forever.
What if you could have a conversation with Jesus Himself?
What would He say to you? That’s the concept of the classic
devotional God Calling, which has encouraged, challenged,
and informed millions of readers around the world. Its daily
entries continue to speak to readers today as it first did
almost seventy years ago—and now, this Christian classic is
presented in a special edition for women, including bonus
prayers, questions for further thought, and other features.
Containing the complete, unabridged text of God Calling, this
beautiful new edition promises an entire year’s inspiration.
Today is a great time to motivate and encourage individuals
to seek to acquaint themselves with the third person of the
Godhead. He is often the least known, the least spoken
about, and the most misunderstood manifestation of God.
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Our heavenly
Father
sent Holy
Spirit to
the Body of Christ for
a divine purpose. It is Father's divine will that every New
Covenant believer should recognize and embrace Holy Spirit
as a friend as they continuously pursue to develop a personal
communion and fell
Based on Joseph Prince's GRACE REVOLUTION, this study
guide presents intriguing questions, challenging activities,
and liberating truths that will strengthen your knowledge of
Scripture, deepen your faith, and anchor you in the gospel of
grace. Designed for both individual and group use, this
thought-provoking book will help you experience the inward
transformation that follows a grace revolution in your life. With
Joseph Prince as your personal guide, learn to receive the
fullness of God's grace and lead a victorious life with lasting
breakthroughs. Begin your transformation today!
Prince invites readers to embark on a purposeful and
powerful journey in discovering and experiencing the
unmerited favor of God.
Let the holy Communion revolutionize your life and health!
Through engaging Bible-based teaching, Pastor Joseph
Prince unpacks a revelation of the Communion that has never
been more relevant than right now. Along with showing you
why the holy Communion is God’s ordained way to release
life, health, and healing to us, Pastor Prince also tackles the
tough questions: Is God punishing me with sickness and
disease? Is it really God’s will to heal me? Do I qualify for His
healing power? What do I do when I don’t see results? Can
God heal my loved ones? The enemy wants you to believe
that God doesn’t care and that your situation is hopeless. But
because of the cross, you can have full assurance in your
heart that God wants you healed and whole. Learn how you
can access His healing power with just the simple act of
eating. In Eat Your Way to Life and Health, discover a God
who loves you so much, His Son paid for your healing on
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Calvary’s
cross. BeLiving
deeply encouraged
as you read powerful
testimonies from people who have received healing through a
revelation of the Communion, despite being told their
conditions were terminal or incurable. Whatever
circumstances you are confronted with today, God has a word
for you: Don’t give up. There is hope. He has made a way for
you!
Shows readers how they can be healed through prayer and
God's grace and compassion.
What better way than to start each day with the words of God
in our minds. FB Meyer brings us short readings on a variety
of themes to encourage, challenge and remind us of our
obligations. Our Daily Walk is a treasury of wisdom distilled
into brief and memorable readings which can be enjoyed by
anyone - whether they have an hour to meditate or five
minutes of peace in a hectic schedule
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